For more information, contact:
Dr. Rajiv Shah
Clinical Professor of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
rajiv.shah@utdallas.edu
972-883-5904

Advisers to the Course
Dr. John McCracken
Clinical Professor of Healthcare Leadership and Management
Dr. Forney Fleming
Clinical Professor of Healthcare Leadership and Management

Individual Sponsorship Levels

**BRONZE: $250**
- Attendance at one Sales Leadership Summit event
- The ability to serve as a judge at the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview events
- Admission to the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview Awards Dinner

**SILVER: $500**
- Admission to all Sales Leadership Summit events (3) for the year
- The ability to serve as a judge at the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview events
- Admission to the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview Awards Dinner

**GOLD: $1,500**
- Admission to all Sales Leadership Summit events (3) for the year
- The ability to serve as a judge at the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview events
- Admission to the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview Awards Dinner
- One $1,000 scholarship to be awarded in a donor’s name

**PLATINUM: $10,000**
- Admission to all Sales Leadership Summit events (3) for the year
- The ability to serve as a judge at the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview events
- Admission to the Fall and Spring Rookie Preview Awards Dinner
- Two $1,000 scholarships to be awarded in a donor’s name
- Establishment of a named permanent endowment for the sales program with matching funds provided by The Jindal School of Management*

*The endowment will include a discussion with UT Dallas Central Development and the Jindal School Dean’s Office.

All packages are for individual participants and are non-transferable. Please note that individual sponsorships do not have recruiting benefits and sponsorship funds will be used at the discretion of the sales program director.

---

**Center for Professional Sales**

Contact:
The University of Texas at Dallas
Naveen Jindal School of Management
Center for Professional Sales
800 West Campbell Road
Richardson, TX 75080
972-883-5191
utdsales@utdallas.edu
jindal.utdallas.edu/marketing/pro-sales

---

**THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS**

Naveen Jindal School of Management